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Diverse problem-solving
is at the core of every
product design.
Hi, I’m Peter. Passion for functional design has always been the core
of my work as a multimedia solutions architect over a career
spanning nearly 20 years. As a South African, working in small teams
means my contributions need to pack a punch. Clients rely on
my problem-solving skills to come up with solutions quickly and
effectively.
My work is divided into two distinct segments, multimedia design
and multimedia development. UX design forms the backbone of
engagement with a user, where the ability to implement solutions for
a product through UI design, coding and game mechanics delivers a
complete product.
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Two flavours.
Broad mobile UX.
Powerful single-user UX.
For this presentation, I will first be focussing on mobile game
development - products in the public domain where people directly
engage with them.
Secondly, I will focus on game show design - viewers only see the
end result of the process through engaging television. However,
innovative UX design are at the core of the software operating these
games. In a fast-paced game, every second count - therefore, a
robust solution that can handle any scenario in the studio is critical.
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Discuss. Design.
Implement. Repeat.
Being able to deliver complete product solutions means seamlessly
transverse between many disciplines. Budget, time and complexity all
play a crucial role in the process.
Some projects require my focus on the implementation of the
solution where other designers would be involved. Other projects
allow me the freedom to express my creativity, through UI design,
graphic design, motion design, sound design and 2D and 3D game
assets.
What binds all these skills together is a strong foundation in logic.
The ability to design and program seamlessly completes the picture.
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Fruit-Full

Educating playfully.

Fruit-Full is an innovative mobile game designed for iOS and
Android and based on a farming genre. The game was commissioned
by Tru-Cape, who’s main focus is apple and pear farming.
They needed a fun, engaging way to educate players on their
process of planting, harvesting and warehousing the produce.
Branding throughout the product is subtly introduced, as not to
overwhelm the player, but just enough to remind the user of their
product.
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Fruit-Full

What I worked on
Initial Design Process
The game was conceptualised through a small core team engaging with the client to find the best way
forward. A visit to the farms helped to physically see the environment and how it all works.

Design Process

Fruit-Full

Fruit-Full
Once the process was really well understood, the gameplay design was planned and draughted.
This became the foundation the game is built on.
Orchard

Transportation - Trucks and Depots

12 15

Used to purchase and store trucks

9

Truck Depot

• The player can manage their fleet from the truck depot/s
• Each depot placed can manage a fleet of up to 5 trucks
• To build a new Depot is very expensive and the player can only add more
after a certain level is reached.
• When a truck is not making deliveries, it will return as idle to the depot.
• The amount of time it will take produce to be shipped when the player is
not in the game, will be determined as a round trip from the depot, to the
picup point, pick up time, travel time to the delivery point, delivery time
and then back to the depot.

6

Harvest

Used to grow produce (apples / pears)

3

24 Hours

3

10 min

Fumigate
and prep land

Harvesting trees
and fill nearby
collection points

hour
11hour
Land Prepped,
ready for planting.

Prepping farm land
simulating 3 leafs,
first yield

12

15

18

• As the orchard ages, less product is
harvested for each cycle (Yellow Base Line)
• It’s up to the player to decide if the orchard
still yields enough produce to keep or grub
• Factors such as proximity of water will
increase yield (blue area), but adversely,
having too much water will diminish yield
(red area) It’s up to players to decide where
the optimal placement of water srouces are.
• Purchasing upgrades for orchars, such as
bee hives and pesticides will increase yield
line (Purple line)

Choose Orchard Type

New Farmland

9
Leafs

Orchard Leafs

Grubbing
(Used when orchard
type changes or when
leaf cycle ends)

5 min

6

Trucks

• In earlier levels of the game, players can only purchase small trucks. These
trucks can load up to 2 apple crates at a time to take to the warehouse.
• Players can purchase up to 5 trucks per Depot. If they would like more
trucks, they can purchase additional depots.
• Trucks can be upgraded over time. The higher the player level is, the bigger
trucks they can purchase.
• It costs a certain amount of Tru-coins to upgrade a truck.
• Each truck upgrade can ship one more crate per trip.

Truck Depot
Small

1,000

Medium

2,000

4 hours (vary per type)

Large

5,000

Leaf count is incremented
New harvest starts

Huge

Ready for Harvest

Purchase New Truck

5,000

Water Resources

Pollination and Pesticides

Used to increase crop yield

Used to increase crop yield

Water Resources

Beehives
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9
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Harvest

• Placing a beehive next to the fields will increase the yield.
• Beehives have 3 possible upgrades that can be purchased per beehive.
• Each upgrade covers a wider field overall, but is still weighted. The further
away a beehive is, the less impact it will have on the orchard.
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Leafs
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• The furter away from the source the field is, the less effect the water source
has on the yield. The source is wieghted, so less effective further away.
• Too many overlapping water sources would result in too much water and
impact crop yield negatively
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Harvest
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Leafs
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Ideal Target

6

Pesticides can be applied to an orchard for a temporary boost in crop yield
It only has an effect for one Leaf cycle
The penalty is that the next Leaf Cycle will yield less produce
It can be purchased per orchard with Tru-coins
Can be used to temporary boost crop production in periods of high
demand

3

•
•
•
•
•
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Natural Pesticides

Harvest

12

3

• Water sources are used to water crops
• Each water source can be purchased using in-game currency (Tru-coins)
• A limited number of each water resrouce type is available for purchase. As
the game prgress, more of each source becomes available for purchase.
• Examples:
• Simple Well
3x3 squares
5 Orchards per well added
• Damn
5x5 squares
10 Orchards per dam added
• Water Tower 9x9 squares
20 Orchards per dam added

0

1

2
3
Weigted Water Supply

4

Fruit-Full

Core Game Mechanics
The game consists of purchasable building structures, expanding the player’s farm in any way
they desire. As the player earns experience, new structures become available at new levels.
Produce & Transport

Farm

Collection Point

Truck Depot

Road Network

Delivery Point

Utilities

Storage

Resources

Market
Water Supply

Farmhouse / Settings

Processing

Power Supply
Farm Name

Cooling Process

Wash and Sort

Packing

Fruit-Full

Core Game Mechanics
The goal of the game is to produce fruit, transport it to the warehouse, process it and then
ultimately sell it in the market where customer orders are filled.
Produce

Cold Storage

Transport

Wash & Sort

Fill Orders

Packaging

Rewards

Fruit-Full

Database Design & Server Backend
Persistent game data storage is essential to keep the game functioning. A core server hosts the
MySQL database, providing the data to the game through a PHP backbone.


PHP BACKEND
USER_GAME



ACHIEVEMENTS

USER

GAME
ORDERS

EARNED ACHIEVEMENT

ITEM TYPES
INVENTORY
XP

LEVEL

CURRENCY
PLOT

LEVEL REWARDS

SUN POINTS

VEHICLE

CONSTRUCTION

Team Communication
Most of the communication between the team and client happened via google hangouts. Trello
was also used to communicate progress on the product and keep everyone in the loop.

Fruit-Full

Asset Manipulation
Due to budget constraints designing new 3D assets from scratch wasn’t an option. The decision
was made to purchase asset packs that closely resembled the required art style. Through
manipulation, these assets were repurposed in such a way that it would create the various
elements the game required.

Fruit-Full

UX and UI
The UX was carefully considered to educate players about the processes behind apple and pear
farming. This was done using various characters in the game, each specialising in a field. The main
character, farmer James, leads the player through an initial tutorial to explain game mechanics
and at the same time, inform.

Fruit-Full

UX and UI
Although an initial UI asset pack was purchased, almost all aspects of it were manipulated into
the required interfaces for the game. Many new and specific UI interfaces were designed to
fit in with the look and feel of the original design. This is most visible in the various dialogues
controlling the functions of a building.
The challenge is to design something simple to understand for players. At the same time, the UI
needs to represent what is happening in the real world.

Fruit-Full

UX and UI

Fruit-Full

UX and UI

Fruit-Full

UX and UI

Sprite sheets from the game

Fruit-Full
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Tru-Sort

Hyper-casual gameplay.

In 2019 Tru-Cape requested yet another game. This time around, they
wanted to focus on the hyper-casual genre for a game their players
can engage in for short bursts of time, offering a simple challenge.
Tru-sort allows player to sort fruit into packaging as it passes down
the conveyer belt. Over time the challenge becomes harder as fruit
arrives faster and faster.
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Tru-Sort

What I worked on
Core Game Mechanics
The game consists of a simple in-game interface with a
conveyer belt leading down the screen with some drop points,
left and right.
The objective of the game is to sort fruit by dragging it from
the conveyer and drop it into the appropriate packaging. The
challenge intensifies as time goes on. Simple at first, a real
challenge to master.
The game connects to PlayFab services to manage users and
high-scores.

Tru-Sort

UX and UI
The game features a new UI
design resembling a factory.
Some elements were migrated
from Fruit-Full to give the game
a sense of familiarity in the same
Tru-Cape universe.
The design is simple and to the
point, making it easy to get into
gameplay, linking the account
to FaceBook and viewing the
leaderboard.

UX and UI
First-time players are guided through the gameplay through affordance dialogues and a tutorial
phase.

Tru-Sort

Blokaspaai

Blokaspaai

An age-old classic.
Reimagined.
Blokaspaai was initially designed for the Afrikaans crossword
community but has expanded over the years to include English
content as well.
The game features a modern twist on an old favourite crossword
past time. It was essential to monetise the game from the start and
allow new content to be dynamically added over time. The game
first appeared in 2013 and has been a favourite ever since.
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Blokaspaai

What I worked on
Core Game Mechanics
The game features crossword books which are
downloaded to the device. The player can then fill in
these crosswords presented in a traditional style grid by
selecting a clue and then filling the blocks with typed
letters.
Some books are shipped free with the game. However,
the game is monetised, so other books are purchasable.
Also, if you get stuck with answers, you can purchase
blocks and use them to fill in the correct answer.

Blokaspaai

Database Design & Server Backend
The game utilises a PHP backend connected to a MySQL database to store the core data around
the published books. Once the app downloads the content to the device, a local SQLite database
takes over and manages the progress of the game.
BOOKS

PUZZLES

BLOCKS

ATTEMPTS



 XML PHASER

PHP BACKEND


BRAND
OWNERS

BOOKS



COVERS

PUZZLES



XML FILES

Blokaspaai

UX and UI
The UX was designed to be as simple as possible and to be self-explanatory. The UI was
tailormade for the game, making it easy to purchase, play and navigate.
LOGO

ICONS

COLOUR PALETTE

KEYBOARD

 +  ○

PROGRESS BARS
TYPOGRAPHY

CROSSWORD

Oxygen Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Oxygen Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Oxygen Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Walter Turncoat
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

HIERARCHY
H1 | Oxygen Bold | 60px

H1: This is a book title

37% Complete

37% Complete

37% Complete

BUTTONS
Normal

Highlight

Press

Play now

Play now

Play now

H2 | Oxygen Bold | 45px

H2: This is a puzzle header
Body | Oxygen Regular | 36px

Buy now

Buy now

Buy now

Load content

Load content

Load content

Body: This is a book description

Puzzle | Walter Turncoat

HEADER

THIS IS AN ANSWER

BOOK SELECTION
PUZZLE SELECTION

DIALOGUE

Blokaspaai

UX and UI

Highlight Green

YES
correct?
NO

Clear Solution
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Die Kliek

Dating with a
Digital Twist.
Die Kliek is an Afrikaans actuality game show on VIA, a South
African television channel. Contestants play a game to determine
which one of the female contestants will be walking away with the
selected bachelor for the week.
The client required a solution to a complex problem. How do you
get at least 14 devices to communicate on queue with one another
as the show progresses? Furthermore, these devices had to respond
in groups and be able to pull information from online.
The key here would be an innovative solution which could quickly
react to events in the studio as they unfold. Also, command a fleet of
tablet devices to act on specific prompts.
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Background: Premise of the game
Each episode a guy is selected from the bullpen and
then interrogated by the girls. First, they come through
his social media to try to form a picture of him. Next,
they meet him in person where the girls have a chance
to ask questions. Finally, he’s given a challenge.
Each round the girls casts a vote if they’re still
“clicking” with the guy. Those who don’t click are out.
The winner of the episode gets to go on a date with
the guy.

Die Kliek

Die Kliek

What I worked on
Core Game Mechanics
The game runs in three modes. The local
server mode, an operator mode and then
each contestant logging in with a mobile
number. From here, the operator controls
the process. He can choose when to show
the logo, go to a vote or display social media
snippets.
The system will trigger the correct devices to
display specific information to the contestant
at the right time. It also locks players out of
the system when they’re not expected to
play.

Die Kliek

Server and Tablet Design
The game server is hosted in the cloud and runs on a WordPress backend. The client inputs all
the information about the contestants who will make their appearance on the show beforehand.
In-studio, The primary display screen acts as the local server while a second device connects as
the operator. From there, each contestant logs in on their devices to connect to the server. Each
device pulls information from the cloud and populates the device in question with the relevant
data.
Operator

Online Server
Database

CLOUD

Female Contestants

Server

Bull Pen

Die Kliek

UX and UI
There are two distinct UI designs.
The UI for the operator side may not look
pretty, but it’s all about function. It needs
to operate as effectively and logically as
possible - so a lot of thought is put into
exactly how this will work and perform.
The second UI was implemented based on a
provided design. In this instance, the design
was manipulated to make sure there’s a
consistent look and feel throughout the
show.

Die Kliek

Toggles title tags on screen
Displays Logo on all devices
Allows contestants to perform a Characteristics Vote
Reveals the selected male contestant on the main display
Activates Round 1
Activates Round 2
Activates Round 3
Activates the Twist Vote (Special gaming condition)
Shows the current vote state on screen
Click to activate social media data
Shows the compatibility between contestants and guy - guy decides
The Bullpen vote for the final winner
The other contestants vote for the final winner

Die Kliek
Operator

Server / Display

First Voting Round Example

Second Voting Round Example

Bull Pen Voting Example

Contestants

Bull Pen
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Blitsbrein

When every second count,
control is everything.
Blitsbrein is a fast-paced Afrikaans Trivia Game Show for people
with extraordinary general knowledge. It’s broadcast on VIA, a South
African television channel.
The client required a control panel that’s robust, flexible and
expandable. The director wanted to deviate from the standard
format of the show from time to time to introduce variation in the
order of games played. Furthermore, the operator would need to be
able to manage questions on the fly.
The solution was a controller system that gives the operator the
flexibility to get the task done.
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Background: Premise of the game
Each episode sees three contestants pitted against one
another in a fast-paced trivia game.
Various game rounds are played to rack up as many
points as possible. Halfway through the show,
one contestant is eliminated, and it’s time for the
remaining two to battle it out head to head.

Blitsbrein

Blitsbrein

What I worked on
Core Game Design
The game runs on a single Gaming Box with
a triple-screen output. The main screen
is dedicated to the game operator while
the second and third screen is fed into the
studio mixing system and outputs to several
monitors in the studio. It’s used to display the
game as it’s being played.
On the floor, 3 buzzers are connected to the
system from each of the contestant podiums.
The system is also responsible for the sound
outputs as various events are triggered. It has
an interface to the lighting desk, where the
system issues command to operate lighting
changes in-studio.
Main GFX feed

Chroma GFX feed

Core Game Design
The various games were mind-mapped to get a clear idea of the flow and complexity.

Blitsbrein

Blitsbrein

Studio & Hardware Layout

Lighting

Edit

Splitter

Gameplay to screen

Gameplay to tape

Input

Game Audio

Gameplay chroma BG to tape

MIDI

Sound MIX

Blitsbrein

Database design
This system features a local SQLite database where all information is kept. It’s
essentially a closed system with no online access.

PLAYERS

EPISODE PLAYERS

SCORE

EPISODE

GAME

GAMES TYPES

GAME DATA

GAME TRIVIA

QUESTION

CATEGORY

Blitsbrein

UX and UI
There are two distinct UX | UI designs.

The operator side features a complex single user
UX | UI system allowing for flexibility. It’s designed
for efficiency rather than aesthetics.

On the studio side, a custom designed display
UI was implementd to give the game it’s look
and feel for television.

Episode Selection

Data Editors

Gameplay

Blitsbrein
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Crack the Code

Motion, design &
sound draw crowds
Crack the code is a simple game of memory, logic, skill and quick
thinking. The player needs to unravel a 5 digit combination code
before time runs out.
The game is designed for an exhibition space where people can try
their hand at the game in quick succession. It’s designed to lure a
crowd in by dramatic sound design, met with alluring graphics.
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What I worked on
Core Game Design
The game runs in a public exhibition space where it’s
designed to draw a crowd. The game is played on a
touch screen device.
The player is expected to enter their mobile number
after which the game grants them “access” to the
vault. A keypad on the left allows the player to enter
his guess, while columns on the right keep track of
his guesses. The game will indicate which digits are
correct and unlock vault pins.
This data is stored for later retrieval to reward a player
for the fastest time and least amount of guesses.

Crack the Code

Crack the Code

UX and UI
The user experience is a fast-paced
thrill, giving a sense of urgency. It’s
a quick-thinking game, as not much
time is allowed to enter digits. Dark,
moody graphics add to a sense of
mystery. Enhanced with dramatic
sound, the player gets audio
feedback as well as visual feedback.
The UI is simple and as easy as
possible to understand. It mainly
uses a simple keypad design where
a player can enter their mobile
number to start.

Crack the Code

Art Assets
The 3D assets were created for this game. The moody look and feel are achieved with in-game
realtime lighting. All UI assets were also created for this project.

Final Words
As a final thought, my most significant interest in UI/UX
design is within the Gaming Industry as well as Game Show
design. My skills bridge coding and development
as much as design and creativity.
I am quite comfortable delivering a
complete product from inception to delivery.
Ideally, I’d like to remain a freelancer working remotely. I am
well set up to operate from my home environment
and is where I feel most comfortable.
That said, I am interested in international travelling
opportunities working for short bursts of time
abroad in various countries for various companies.
I am particularly interested in opportunities in
New Zealand, Australia, Canada and the United States.

Thank you for the opportunity
to present my work.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me for more
information about my work and portfolio.

